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Meeting: Thursday 24th August 6:00pm

Meeting Venue: Office

Meeting Opened: 18:03

Meeting Closed: 19:06

Present: Lucy Spencely, Alex Lane, Matthew Box, Rosie Welsh,
Jasmin Small, George Hogg, Lizzie Fewster

Minutes: George Hogg

Apologies: Charlie Crawford

No. Item Action Items

1 Acknowledgem
ent of Country

Lucy

2 Previous
action items

Office Conduct MoUs for Aisyah and
Punit - George🙂- Done just waiting
for reply

EADs due

Punit + Aisyah to
reply

Standing Items

3 Minutes
Approvals

Motion: “To accept the minutes of the
board meeting of 17/08”

For: 4

Against: 0

Abstain: 3

Status: Passed



4 Approvals CAD - Matthew, Rosie

TAD - name and shame: Matthew,
Charlie, Rosie and George

Editors to do
approvals

5 Finance
Update

Business Transaction Account:
$7,347.41
Business Online Saver: $167,877.21
Term Deposit 1: $60,000.00
Term Deposit 2: $60,560.97

Scandal Mag: $4,631.00
Defamation training: $5,720.00
Editor superannuation: $1,486.48
Photography camera: $3,999.95
(purchased the “more expensive” one
as the other was actually USD and we
would have to pay duties and customs
tax)

SSAF underspend update: James
supports our proposal that spending
over our allocation reduces our SSAF
liability until the end of 2026, working
on how to move forward with this now.
Once that is confirmed I want to move
to spending a decent chunk of money
this financial year (ending 30 Nov)

Need a cap-x
brainstorming
session.

6 Management
Update

Social media: Bri working on putting
up scandal and enviro on website and
socials (to really good engagement!!) -
thx alex for help - got Jonathan working
on more socials specific content like
the weekly wrapped, getting him to
think of his own projects etc. hoping to
have meetings every fortnight -
sometimes weekly when warranted

Process for asking SM much better

Compliment: Lizzie for running a
fantastic team meeting last week
despite being horrifically under the
weather, great turn out and great info :)



Photography: Stock photos are done,
IAC gave us too short notice but I’m
trying to put Ben on ISO and Maddy is
working on fashion stuff. Got some cool
animal photos

Events: Hopefully everyone has done
their EADs. Events met on Sunday and
we distributed out some work. Once
EADs are approved I will be able to
distribute some more work based on
the work allocations there. If you are
getting events to do things it is your
responsibility to check in with them and
make sure they are achieving what you
would like them to for your event, it's
your vision which you need to
communicate to them. Matthew can’t
read minds

Compliment: George for a) engaging
really productively with Jeffrey on
planning some events and b) dealing
with SASS

Broadsheet: Team meeting on Friday.
Got interviews with Schmidt and
Pocock in mid-September. Got
dimensions.

Alex: Sub eds are dropping out bc of
meeting time?

Rosie: finding it hard to assign articles
during meeting. I’m getting people to
write articles that could go into
broadsheet

Alex: looking at the when2meet that
friday slot is the only time everyone is
free, otherwise is 1pm when you lose 2
sub-eds

Rosie: Can liz do Fridays 12h30?



Liz: I can do this friday. Might be able
to in the future

Alex: my challenge is i have no visible
times

Rosie: I’m out of options for making
more time for Woroni. Can we do
weekends?

Alex: Can. I’ll float it tomorrow

Rosie: I can’t pitch ideas to people if
I’m not there. Ask people to re put in
times available.

Alex: moving forwards, we’ll need less
meetings.

Rosie: Some people have no articles.
There’s a high level of clash between
BS and News, which isnt a bad thing
but makes it difficult.

Alex: I imagine that weekends will
work.

Rosie: I think a Sat or Sun lunch time
which might be nicer than middle of
Fridays. Less people dropping in and
out.

Alex: Meetings should be shorter in the
future

Rosie: Assigned more articles.
Interviews - don’t want to have
overlaps with BS and News. At the
moment its ok

Alex: Everything in the Trello that is
assigned is the only thing being worked
on

Rosie: Is it going to be a case of
people being assigned more and
more?



Alex: No. we’re done.

Rosie: There’s a couple of news pieces
that could fit.

Compliment: TBC

7 Portfolio
Updates

Content: New team settling in, loving
all of them.

Amy @ ABC internship. ABC said no.
Liz sent MoU. Not a conflict of interest
but “wouldn’t be well received”. That’s
a shame because she would’ve been a
real asset. Bit of an L

Alex: If she could pass on info about
the clash, then maybe we can make it
better in the future?

Liz: Don’t want to put her in a risky
situation. She told me all she knew.
Hope she runs next sem!

Tricky timing for the new print team
because unsettled was well underway,
still gave them one article each, did a
really good job. Claudia said Remy did
a really good job specifically! Doing
one on ones with the online team to nut
out ideas and deadlines (most are
booked). One article from Peppy in the
works but needs a lot, a book review
coming from Caelan, also an article
about the Matildas will be coming to
me tonight.

Alex: the only Sports article is Jasper’s
so no clash

Liz: Cool cool. It’s just about the
Matildas.

I was going to suggest book reviews
for the broadsheet.

Social media to
make a post about
listening to radio
shows on Spotify as
well. `



ALex: You know the way to my heart
and I’m more than to allow book
reviews in.

MOUs slowly trickling in and am
uploading them to drive and updating
office access as they do. Spooky social
EAD out. Unsettled CAD with you.
Thinking of asking Caelan to join
Broadsheet team because excellent
book reviews #london review vibes. To
discuss: the letter from the editor and
news items @ Rosie, should i kill to
AUKUS piece?

LftE:

Liz: I like it

Jas: Maybe adding to the team page?

Alex: My only concern, if I look at other
publications they’re always thanking
each other. But I think team page good.

Rosie: I will give you news articles
tomorrow. Don’t think the AUKUS
article should be in the news because it
is a very Solidarity Instagram post.
Fact check stuff going in the mag. Got
an opposing view for the news section.

Liz: Won’t kill it but will fact check.

Alex: On the AUKUS piece, are you
okay with the idea of stating that the
author is a member of solidarity?

Liz: I will email them and check. The
author has not liked on of our edit

Alex: It's unclear if Solidarity is running
for StuPol and something like this can
look like soft campaigning. Rather than
saying that we want to out you as
Solidarity, outline it as that.



Lucy: I’m not a fan of the message it
sends and it gets a lot of facts wrong.
I’m not a fan AUKUS but there’s a lot of
context + facts missing.

Rosie: They’re standing with the
Solidarity banner so I don’t think they’ll
mind. Content is for student voices, I
think making it accurate but they might
reach a point they dont want to be in it

Liz: Lucy points: I think it fits the theme
and if you have concerns with the
accuracy, let me know and I will let the
Sub-ed know.

Compliment: George for leading a
fantastic semester of radio shows, they
all look very fun

Art: unsettled be chugging. I have
another team meeting this weekend
where I will be checking in with
everyone and how they are doing (bc
they’re new). Will do broadsheet layout
over break. (Have we got approval for
the wall? Also Rosie can I pls get the
news pieces for unsettled)

Alex: No. To an extent we have a
disapproval. Geraldine went to the
Custodians of the Building aka Student
Central, who said they wanted to use it
first. Yates and I forwarded it to Brant
and he said he’ll see what he can do. If
we’re not doing anything permanent
then I don’t think they going to do
anything for like eight months.

Compliment: Rosie has been slaying
so hard and I always feel like im on top
of what's going on in her team and
what's coming up. And her tweet.

News:We got our two outstanding
FOIs out, filed new FOIs for transfer of
students between halls following



disciplinary action and ykb transfers
out. The FOI disclosure log has a fun
spicy story ANU doing a contract about
Home Affairs and ANU doing contract
work for them.

Doing a fun activity where we compare
Daily Market to Woolies and cCles
absolutely slay, looking into claims
about face recognition and health.
Need more “no” voices for the voice
articles so if you know anyone feel free
to pass on their details.

EAD - waiting for Kambri

Ali: Katchmirr Russel and Bella
Humphries could be good, would you
consider offering anonymity.

Rosie: Missing phone calls. A few YES
written responses. Would like the
question and answers. Will reach out to
Humphries, and maybe Russel if so
inclined.

Ali: How is columnist going?

Rosie: I actually think okay, the AUKUS
piece is alright but i think pushing for a
bit more resources even behind
editorial comments, the level of
editorialisation is good just needs
supported a lil bit.

Spoke to Luca about cadence, and
trying not to defame ANU. He’s made
good points on protesting with Reese.
Will try get that out this weekend.
Adding links and facts will only make
things stronger

Rosie: I met with Nick Reich (SAlt). He
asked if they would have the same
right of reply as last year (on the ticket
analysis).



Liz: I will defer to you guys, i don’t
know how i feel about SAlt. I offered
them edits and they ghosted me

Rosie: I don’t think we can explicitly
deny their submissions but make it
clear that they have to accept edits and
opinions.

Alex: Obviously last year, this was the
agreement i oversaw as News editor.
We wrote a pros and cons of SAlt’s
policies, at the time they were
amenable to their edits. I think the
content goes up online and doesn’t get
a lot of traction, we’re writing an in
depth article about them. It feels wrong
to say you can’t reply

Liz: I agree. It’s very different from the
Luca piece. We treat every piece the
same they get edits and they have to
cooperate, if they don’t I can cut it.

Rosie: I’m happy to COI and not make
any edits. Anything to stop them from
ripping up a mag in the building.

Matthew: I think that they’ll be the only
person who will reply

Alex: It’s a bit of an own goal to be the
only people defending themselves.

Matthew: An actual right of reply has to
be made, not just an op-ed

Rosie: About to lock in a debate time
for StuPol.

compliment goes to maffew for
spending money efficiently :)

Radio: Oh how the turntables. They
are back if you did not see my video.
They will not be for hire and also pls do



not use them without letting me know
first as they are very delicate.

Radio slays as usual. Aisyah has been
on the ball uploading, done the past
two weeks and is now waiting for my
shows. Features team is recording
tomorrow night (they’re roaming
around chiefly at like 1 am and
interviewing people). Creative team
has enough approvals and is gearing
up for Radio plays next week and then
recording in the break.

EAD - two events sowwy. Live Music
(thank you Matthew) and Hottest 100.
Voting comes out Wk7, you better
share it with everyone you know or
else.

Compliment: Matthew for helping me
not kill SASS this morning

TV: Might be a bit of a leadership
shake up over the break. Arabella is
not enjoying her role as EP on the
docuseries team, and may switch with
Eliz, EP of the lifestyle team. Arabella
and her team will be filming tonight, or
so I’m told, and their first video will be a
mockumentary on being a university
student on a night out.

News team completed their first vox
pop of this semester. Pending enough
approvals, so please approve asap!🙂
The next video will likely be a vox pop
on the Matildas. News team is hoping
to have an interview with the BIPOC
department sometime in the future.
Originally, the Women’s department
was going to be involved, but this is no
longer the case.

Thanks to those who approved of the
Lifestyle team’s first video! The next



video they will be doing is “How to
attend class as a student”.

Compliments: George and Jas for
being there for me during my first
crying fit of the semester.

Also Alex for checking in on me and
helping me prepare for the EP meeting
concerning Arabella and Eliz’s potential
switch.

Rosie: Sharlotte can keep sending me
questions to clear for BIPOC interview

Alex: was everyone in the vox pop
everyone that was interviewed?

Lucy: yes

Alex: SAlt had a specific political
message so we don’t want to detract
from everything else that was said

Lucy: yes, protest heavy video

Alex: if that is the case with another
video say can you go and get two more
people to speak, imagine a case where
each vox pop always has them, I did
really enjoy it

Meeting Items

8 Media Law
and

Defamation
Training

Matthew: training with Dan Kaufman
locked in for Wednesday the 6th and
Thursday the 14th of September 12pm.
Dan customises the training by looking
at and using our website and social
media accounts as examples in the
training so I think it should be really
valuable. He has asked if there is
anything specific people would like
covered?

He will cover the following:

Messages sent in
individual team
channels

Matthew to pass
George’s
concern/question
onto Dan for him to
hopefully address

Check with Dan re
zoom format



- Basics of defamation, what is
and isn’t defamatory, legal
defences against a suit, tips on
avoiding defamation including
social media which increases
liability due to publisher status
attaching to comments on social
media

- Injurious falsehood
- Privacy
- Copyright

Does anyone want me to see if he can
include anything else or specifically
focus on any of these areas. I was
hoping to get a mix of editors, news
and content people in each session
and then we should be able to fit at
least the TV news team in as well and
the social media team. I will put out a
communication with a google form in
requisite team channels and try to see
how to make it work

George: what happens if someone
says something defamatory on air on
radio

40 people split between two 20 person
sessions

Alex: would be good for all editors to
attend. Don’t treat it as options

Matthew: Will hopefully be hybrid.

Alex: Can we have a poster + can
editors bump in chats?

9 Comms Editor
proposal

So, due to the lengthy timeline, we are
going to have get started on the
Communications Editor position. Charlie
has written up the proposal. But, I want
to open the floor for a discussion if
people have concerns.

Charlie to send
proposal >:(



10 Election
timeline

Timeline: EIC elected in mid-sem
meeting (second week preferably). Editor
workshop run in Week 7 (sunday?)
(leaving editors and casual vacancies
that are ending), nominations open in
Week 8 (2 social posts). Campaigning
from Week 9 -11, then elections week 11.

If people have lots of questions about
nomination - Charlie, workload- Alex or
Respective Editor, if your position is up
for election and you’re contesting let us
know. Don’t talk to sub-eds 1-to-1 about
running, shoulder tapping :/

Don’t publicly endorse individuals.

Matthew: Pls encourage people to run
for managing editor!!!!!

Alex: Let your friends know

Three radio episodes counts as three
works. Mass board change over rip.

For the Board, there’s two things that
would help: a) get firmly settled on
whether you’re running again or not, and
encourage seniors to run, and b) come
along to the Editor’s workshop. Make
sure that you’re not seen to have
favourites.


